MAXIMIZE THE VALUE OF
CONCUR INVOICE WITH PRODUCTIV
Concur® Invoice automates accounts payable processes for effective cash flow management and greater control over spend. With the
Concur Invoice Connector from Productiv, Procurement and IT professionals can track SaaS application spend by vendor in Productiv
SaaS Intelligence™ Platform and identify spend optimization opportunities across departments and app categories.

Get more out of Concur Invoice
Track SaaS spend through vendor payments in Productiv by integrating with Concur Invoice. Gain shared insights about SaaS
applications across Procurement, IT, Finance, and business teams.

Understand your SaaS payments
View paid invoices by application month-over-month. Sort and filter invoices by ID, user, department, cost center, category of application,
and many other fields.

Analyze spend across teams
Discover apps and gain visibility into app spend for your organization. Understand the amount spent with each vendor for their
applications and services by department.
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ABOUT PRODUCTIV + SAP CONCUR
SAP® Concur® is the world’s leading brand for integrated travel, expense, and invoice management solutions, driven by a relentless pursuit
to simplify and automate these everyday processes. Productiv is the only SaaS management platform built on SaaS Intelligence, providing
a data-driven approach to improving SaaS visibility and cost optimization. Companies like Fox, Uber, and Zoom use Productiv to create a
system of record for their SaaS portfolios with the most detailed view into how software is actually used. With robust data and insights, IT
is able to unlock new transformational change for their organizations while more efficiently executing on day-to-day operations. Founded
in 2018 and backed by Accel, IVP and Norwest Venture Partners, Productiv is on a journey to transform how you think about SaaS and the
impact it can have on your organization.

HOW IT WORKS
Productiv connects directly to Concur Invoice via API to retrieve detailed invoice data. Additionally, you can connect your core platforms
such as finance, expense, contracts, SSO, CASB, and HR to supplement important SaaS information. From there, you’ll have a unified view
of your applications and spend.
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Schedule your demo to get started.
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